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spent several weeks on the New York
Times bestseller list, is a dissertation on
the importance of being curious,
speckled with entertaining anecdotes
about the famous people Grazer has
met. The people he has met range from
Michael Jackson to Barack Obama,
Nigella Lawson, Hillary Clinton, Andy
Warhol and Norman Mailer.
As a young man, Grazer set himself

the goal of having “curiosity
conversations” at least once
a fortnight, seeking out interesting
strangers— from Nobel laureates to
authors to spies— to chat with. As
a producer, he was working with some
of the biggest names in the business,
from Tom Hanks to Angelina Jolie.
In an attempt to broaden his
perspective he made a rule for himself
that the people had to be from outside
the world of film.
In the early days, when he was not

so well established, it could take
months, even years, to set up a
meeting. He would always make it
clear that he had no agenda and was
not looking for a job. Sometimes the
meetings marked the beginning of
a great friendship or provided the
kernel of a movie. Only occasionally
is he disappointed. “I met a famous
guy recently who had created a
position of some influence in food and
restaurants. I couldn’t believe how
banal he was. I was shocked.”
Grazer’s upbringing was

inauspicious. He was raised in a
nondescript Los Angeles suburb, the
oldest of three children born to
Thomas Grazer, a criminal defence
attorney, and his wife, Arlene. “I lived
in a cul-de-sac, which I almost never
left, although I really wanted to. It
was like a closed world.”
Reticent about his parents, Grazer

simply says: “I’m very different from

I
am patting the top of Brian
Grazer’s head. Or rather the top
of his hair, which is a good two
inches above his head. I thought
it would feel like spiky hedgehog
spines but in fact it’s surprisingly
soft. “I use a water soluble gel,”
he explains. “Except when I’m

surfing— then I use solid wax.”
It is a strange moment. It was his

idea, I hasten to add: I am not quite
impertinent enough to ask to touch
the hair of someone I have only just
met, particularly given that he
happens to be a Hollywood mega
mogul, the producer of A Beautiful
Mind, Apollo 13, among dozens of
other movies. In 2007 Grazer was
named one of Time’s 100 Most
Influential People in the World.
Grazer attaches huge importance to

his hairstyle. “My hair is an extension
of my personality. The only person
I allow to touch it is [the actor] Ron
Perlman. You can be the second
person. Perlman grabs my hair and
pulls it.” I don’t think I will risk that.
In his recent book, A Curious Mind,
Grazer goes further: “[The hair] lets
people know that this guy isn’t
quite what he seems. He’s a little
unpredictable. He’s not a
pre-packaged, shrink-wrapped guy.”
I meet Grazer, 63, at his beautiful

Santa Monica mansion. He is informal
and very courteous but also quite
jittery, with a sort of manic energy to
him. He seems reluctant or unable to
sit still and concentrate for long
periods of time. Wearing a grey
patterned shirt, jeans, spotty socks
and trainers, he has a phone almost
permanently glued to his ear.
He shows me around the house —

which is achingly sleek and modern—
while simultaneously giving advice to
a student he met at a book-signing
event who wants to get into the movie
industry: “You have to create stories
like I did and inform them with sex
appeal and controversy.”
He moved into this house three

years ago, shortly after splitting from
his third wife. “I thought it was
possible I’d be living here all alone so
I wanted a place where I could be
alone but never feel lonely. That’s why
everything is so airy.” Photographs on
the sideboards display Grazer
snorkelling with his kids (he has four),
Grazer with Mick Jagger, Grazer with
Fidel Castro, while giant silver letters
on the wall spell out “N-O-W”. “It’s a
word that I love,” explains Grazer,
sipping an espresso. “I want to
actualise things now. I couldn’t be
more about ‘now’.”
Having got engaged last year to

Veronica Smiley, 41, a marketing
consultant and former girlfriend of
John Cleese, Grazer is no longer alone.
“I’m an optimist,” he says, referring to
his impending fourth marriage. I ask
what he looks for in a partner.
“Kindness,” he replies immediately.
His book, A Curious Mind, which has

How does a Hollywood super-producer
end up talking hair styles with Fidel
Castro? Brian Grazer explains the basis
of networking to Helena de Bertodano

For example, look under the
“medicine” category – yay,
medicine! folk doing good in the
world! – and you’ll find only the
one woman, Kiran Mazumdar-
Shaw, founder of Biocon,
“India’s largest publicly traded
biopharmaceutical company,
which had $460 billion in revenue
last year and distributes its
products in 85 countries around
the world”. Under “healthcare”
it’s Judy Faulkner, “founder and
chief executive of $1.8 billion
Epic Systems, a privately held
company that sells electronic
health records”.
So it’s women judged as if they

were men, according to male
definitions of achievement, which
is fair enough, I suppose. You
wouldn’t want women’s “power”
to lie outside the system, outside
politics and corporations, with the
system being as it is. Yet why can’t
the notion of power be expanded
to include other qualities? Why
not the power to do good in the
world? As it stands, Taylor Swift is
on the list, but Malala Yousafzai is
not. How would you even explain
that to Miss Yousafzai? Yes, yes,
Nobel peace prize ’n’ all, but
you’ve yet to make a ton of
money for some record company,
you big chump?
So that’s what I think about

these lists unless, of course,
Jenni Murray comes good, in
which case I’ll probably change
my mind directly. Best keep my
power in that drawer . . .

I only
unleash
my power
on special
occasions

O
nce again I find
I haven’t been
included on
Forbes’ list
of the world’s
100 most
powerful
women, as

topped by Angela Merkel and
Hillary Clinton, which is a
disappointment just as every year
I find I haven’t been included on
the Woman’s Hour power list,
even though I once sat in the
back of a cab with Jenni Murray
and sucked up to her like crazy.
She didn’t know what hit her,

I was so mightily powerful in this
instance — “I love you, Jenni!
Nice dress! Let me get the door!”
But the list came out and where
was I? Nowhere. I vowed then as
I vow now: I’m never going to
waste my power on getting the
door for Jenni Murray ever again.
Let her lean over and get it
her-bloody-self.
I have since worn my power

close to my chest, unleashing it
only on special occasions, such as

the other day when I berated two
boys for dropping litter in the
street, but as they told me to “eff
off, grandma” — grandma, when
I’m so with it I have The One
Show on series record! — I’m
wondering if I should just put my
power away.
Where would be the best place

to keep it? In the drawer with all
the old electrical leads and
phone-chargers on the ground
that, should I throw it away, it will
turn out to be the one thing
I need? Wouldn’t that be typical?
Or should I just be brave and
chuck it, particularly as I’m not
entirely convinced by the value
of these lists anyhow? Apart from
the media attention, what is the
actual point of them? Are they
intended as some kind of
celebration? Of what?
So, Forbes lists the world’s 100

most powerful women but if you
look up its list of the world’s most
powerful people— which runs to
72, the deal being there is one slot
for every 100 million people on
Earth — you’ll find that only nine
are women. Or, to put it another
way, of the 72 most powerful
people on the planet, 63 are men.
Or, to put it another way again:
women still have very little power,
comparatively. Not much to
celebrate there, but how and what
are we comparing? Exactly?
I’ve looked though the women’s

list and I’ve noted that it’s mostly
those who’ve achieved fantastic
wealth and corporate success.

What I’d
say to
litter louts
Litter. As I’ve indicated
(grandma!, if I see those
boys again I may well
take a swing at them
with my Walkman . . .),
I can’t abide litter-
droppers. In fact if
there were a list of
admirable women and
I had to nominate the
most admirable women
of all time, I might go
for Alice Arnold, the

to then slide it between
railings.
0 Just because you
haven’t dropped your
drink can to the ground
it isn’t all right to leave
it on a wall or wedged
in a hedge.
0 Just because
someone has already
discarded a bag of
rubbish on the corner,
say, it doesn’t mean you
can discard your
rubbish there too.
What are you even
thinking here? That the
initial littering
somehow makes it
acceptable? Well, guess
what? It doesn’t.

don’t worry about it;
my dog might only
scavenge the chicken
bones and DIE IN
AGONY! — but
weirder still are those
who imagine it is
permissible in some
instances. Here’s what
I would like to say to
such people:
0 Just because you’ve
bagged your dog’s poo
it isn’t all right to then
hang the bag from a
tree.
0 Just because you’ve
neatly smoothed out
then folded a crisp
packet or chocolate bar
wrapper it isn’t all right

Deborah
Ross

I’ve met anyone

partner of Claire
Balding, who, on
stopping at some traffic
lights once, noticed an
empty plastic bottle
being tossed out of the
window of the car in
front. So what did she
do? She promptly got
out of her car, picked
up the bottle and threw
it back through the
open window. Now
that, in all seriousness,
is my kind of woman.
I truly don’t

understand those who
think it’s OK to drop
litter or think it’s OK
to walk away from their
picnic debris — yes,
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The lowdown
Rubbers

more year to make a movie and said to
myself, ‘If I can’t do it, I’ll just take a
job.’ But in the 11th month I got paid to
do this movie Night Shift.”
Night Shift (1982) was a well-received

comedy, directed by Ron Howard,
who has since directed the majority of
Grazer’s movies. They founded
Imagine Entertainment in 1986,
producing movies that have grossed
nearly $14 billion. Grazer’s films and
TV shows have been nominated for 43
Academy Awards and 149 Emmys. He
has been nominated for an Oscar
four times, winning Best Picture for
A Beautiful Mind.
Often the movies are a battle to

make. No one wanted to back 8 Mile
(2002), about a young white rapper,
Eminem, attempting to launch his
career. “I believed that the movie
would work if I could just make it.”
As usual, Grazer’s instinct was spot on
and the movie was both a critical and
financial success: “It was about
surviving the pain of humiliation, the
pain of no respect. A lot of movies that
I’ve made are about that subject.”
Grazer once said that Howard

brought “conscience” to their
partnership, joking that he lacked it,
a trait he thinks he inherited from his
father whom he said had a moral
compass that “spun round and round”.
He once told a funny story about how,
when he wanted to build something
out of wood in his backyard as a child,
his father suggested he steal the wood
from a school building site next door.

A Curious Mind: The
Secret to a Bigger Life,
by Brian Grazer, is
published by Simon &
Schuster, £16.99.
Available from The
Times Bookshop for
£15.29, free p&p at
thetimes.co.uk/booksh
op or call 0845 2712134

“I did have a conscience,” says Grazer
when I bring up the story: “I just didn’t
know how to go about executing it.
Now I’m so good at it. I can keep
secrets, I can be honest, I’m very
empathetic and I think that’s why my
movies work.”
He does seem to be profoundly

affected by many of the people he
meets. Describing his encounter with
the entrepreneur Elon Musk, he is
overcome with emotion: “I’ve never
been around anyone who is that
exceptional. I went to SpaceX and
watched a [rocket] launch with him
and I was in tears. I can’t even describe
the moment when you get to T minus
10 because I’ll break down.” Grazer
actually has tears in his eyes and stops
talking for a few seconds, composing
himself. “I think I have a very high
emotional memory,” he says by way of
explanation. “I have a deep connection
to the meaning of things.”
Not one to take no for an answer, he

goes further than most people would
dare. He spent ages trying to set up
a meeting with Diana, Princess of
Wales, writing letters and calling
Buckingham Palace. In the end he
found his opportunity when he was
seated opposite her at a formal dinner
following a screening of Apollo 13.
“I watched 300 people stand for her

in the room and I thought, ‘If
I conform to the etiquette I will learn

nothing. She won’t remember me.’
So I immediately started joking with
her. I remember Tom Hanks looking
almost aghast.” He ordered a bowl of
ice cream that was not on the menu
and invited her to share it with him.
To his astonishment, she did.
Sometimes he goes too far. “I don’t

censor myself.” He describes how he
once visited Cuba with several friends,
including the Vanity Fair editor,
Graydon Carter, on a quest to meet
Fidel Castro. Just as they were about
to return home, Castro agreed to meet
them, inviting them to lunch. The
Cuban leader talked at them for hours,
then suddenly stopped, pointed
directly at Grazer and said: “How
do you do your hair?” Grazer told him,
but didn’t leave it there. “Out of some
sort of reflex— my own insecurity
that he was asking me about my hair,
I said, ‘I’m a movie producer too. I just
produced Closet Land about torture in
third world countries.’ It was such
a stupid thing to say.” Carter saved
the day by quickly interjecting: “He
also made The Klumps.”
Everything seems to come back to

the hair. Grazer estimates that half the
people he meets are curious about his
hairstyle, a quarter think it’s cool, “and
the rest just think I’m a complete
asshole. They are personally offended
by it.” He laughs gleefully and picks up
his phone, racing out of the house to
meet someone else. He is, as he says,
a curious man. Perhaps in more ways
than one.

them. They kind of terrorised me and
I never wanted to terrorise someone.”
Later he says that his mother “tried”
but it was his grandmother on whom
he depended: “She was amazing. She
made me feel safe and confident.”
At school he struggled with learning

difficulties. “I couldn’t read as a child.
I was always bobbing and weaving,
trying not to get chosen [by the
teacher]. I’d cough and pretend that
my throat hurt. I’d invent a million
reasons why I couldn’t be called upon.”
Nevertheless he managed to

graduate from high school and went to
USC, majoring in psychology before
enrolling at its law school. He quit
after overhearing someone say that
they had just left their job as a legal
clerk at Warner Brothers. He rang
the company immediately, went in for
an interview the next day and the
next week started the job. From there
he became a television producer and
eventually a movie producer, but it
was not easy. “You don’t see all of the
failure along the way. I feel certain
now that the greatest success of my
life is my ability to cope with pain and
to go beyond that and create triumphs
out of failure.”
As an example, he rewinds to his

mid-twenties— by which time he’d
been fired from both Warner and
Paramount. He set about trying to
make a movie of his own, borrowing
money from his mother. “I was
completely broke. I’d already been out
of work for a year. I gave myself one

I cope with pain,
go beyond it, and
create triumphs
out of failure

who matters. Here’s how

Brian Grazer with
Jennifer Lopez and,
below left, with
Cate Blanchett and
Russell Crowe at
Cannes in 2010
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Do you have a rubber?
Don’t be obscene. You should know
by now that this is a family paper.

Eraser, then. That kind of rubber.
Oh – I see what you mean. No, I
don’t. They’ve become controversial.
A man at King’s College says
they’re dangerous for children.

Ha! Those dastardly rubbers. Takes
me back to my schooldays . . .
Rubbers in the shape of rainbows
that smelled like they might be
addictive . . . all the double
entendres . . . I got the one at the end
of my pencil stuck in my ear once.
Convinced my mother I had worms.
Fun times.
Not that kind of dangerous. This is
the modern era. I quote: “The eraser
is an instrument of the Devil
because it perpetuates a culture
of shame about error.” This is
a cognitive scientist called Guy
Claxton speaking.

What a moron. Go on. “Instrument
of the Devil”? Is he born again?
He says: “It’s a way of lying to the
world, which says, ‘I didn’t make
a mistake. I got it right first time.’ ”

Has he ever used one? The rubber
is famously one of the world’s great
counterproductive inventions.
I mean, have you ever come across
one that works? You always end up
smudging everything or tearing
through the paper. You might as
well use sandpaper. Sandpaper is
a lot less pleasingly squidgy, though.
Smells bland too.
He says we need a culture where
children are not afraid to
make mistakes.

No we don’t. “Be afraid. Be very
afraid.” The Fly is well known as
a favourite children’s film.
They shouldn’t be in thrall “to
getting the right answer quickly and
looking smart”.
I suppose they
should be
getting
the wrong
answer slowly
and looking
stupid instead.

Like Guy
Claxton.
What
a pencil.

Stefanie
Marsh


